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Abstract
In the letter, we propose an improved model, which is
built on AdjointVM. Our model can improve the situation where attackers can successfully intrude two adjacent virtual machines. Because of this situation, it will
lead to the collapse of the entire cloud services. This
model uses a double circular chain concept, which can be
a virtual machine capable of double Intrusion Detection
System detections. Therefore, it can effectively resist the
two adjacent virtual machines are compromised. Finally,
we compare the related methods. Although the proposed
scheme consumes more time, it will improve the security
invasion of virtual machines.
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Therefore, cloud service providers may suffer internal or
external attacks, causing the user data leakage, harming
goodwill, and losing customers [5, 9].
Recently, Kong proposed a method, which protected
guest VM from completely exposed to the privileged VM,
and guest VM from being vulnerable to the attack of privileged VM [6]. His method is to create two VMs, protected VM and AdjointVM. Protected VM provides services to customers, it can also be detected by IDS from
AdjointVM. However, Oktay et al. pointed out that there
was a secure issue in Kong’s scheme [6, 7]. If attackers
intrude AdjointVM, it will not be detected by IDS. Thus,
protected VM will be intruded successively. Therefore,
Oktay et al. proposed a Circular Chain VM scheme to
improve the problem, which was detected each other by
two VMs.

1

2

Introduction

With the popularity of cloud computing, there are many
cloud services [4]. However, not every person or business
has the ability to build his own cloud services. Therefore, a lot of cloud service providers have appeared, such
as Google, Microsoft, Amazon, and so on. These major
cloud service providers offer three service models, including SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS, which are either free or charged
to the cloud users. Due to the popularity of cloud services, a growing number of cloud users will handle sensitive personal data in the cloud by cloud providers [2].
Because cloud providers have the privilege to manage the
customer’s virtual machine (VM), the guest VM is vulnerable to the impact of privileged VM. Although some
cloud service providers are well-known companies, it does
not mean that the cloud services they provide are safe.

The proposed scheme

We find a case; when attackers can successfully intrude
adjacent two VMs, it will be unsafe in the Circular Chain
model. Adjacent two VMs means that there is IDS connected between two VMs. For example, in the Figure 1,
cloud service providers configure n VMs in hypervisor.
Circular Chain model is the link between n VMs. When
attackers intrude VM2 and VM3 at the same time, VM3
will not have the ability to detect the next one VM. Since
VM2 and VM3 are intruded, a series of VM will be successful intruded until VM1. Because this situation causes
each VM intruded, it leads to the collapse of the entire
Circular Chain model. Then each VM users will leak private information stored on the service. This is a serious
security problem, so we propose a scheme as shown in
Figure 2.
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Figure 1: A circular chain model is under compromised situation

The proposed model uses Trusted Computing technologies to create a VM’s boot, and the core of Trusted
Computing is the Trusted Platform Module (TPM) [1, 3].
TPM is an integrated composition of security encryption
keys, and it uses control commands defined in the software running on the system. Because TPM uses encryption methods implemented in hardware, software can effectively resist the attack.
First, hypervisor can get secure boot from TPM. Second, hypervisor creates n VMs. Because VM’s boot will
not cross the privileged VM in this process, guest VM’s
boot is not modified by privileged VM. Third, each VM
is divided into guest applications, OSSEC Server, OSSEC
Agent, KMD, Kernel Mapper, and Guest Kernel. Guest
application is the provision of services to users. OSSEC
Server/Agent is an IDS software, and it can detect the
computer anomalies [8]. KMD monitors guest kernel by
kernel mapper [6]. The left link refers to detecting the
direction between VMs, from small to large detections.
On the contrary, the right link refers to detecting from
large to small directions. Finally, the model will become
a Double Circular Chain.

3

External IDS

OSSEC is an open-source HIDS. It performs log analysis,
rootkit detection, file integrity checking, policy monitoring, real-time alerting, and active response [8]. Installation is divided into two kinds, Local and Server/Agent.
The first one is the Local mounted single host, the other is
a Server/Agent installed on multiple hosts. Server/Agent
way is to select one to install and configure multiple hosts
for the Server, and other hosts install Agent. Before managers monitor the status of all Agents by Server, Agent
will detect the event sent to the Server. With virtualization technology, OSSEC software can be installed to
the VM’s OS. Therefore, OSSEC software can establish
Server/Agent mode on a virtual machine.
In this study, because the cloud services require multiple virtual machines, OSSEC Sever/Agent is more suitable to be chosen. First, each VM is installed and configured into OSSEC Server and Agent, so each virtual

machine can have two kinds of identity. Second, each
VM OSSEC Sever is set to connect two adjacent OSSEC
Agents. Therefore, an OSSEC Server can detect two adjacent OSSEC Agents, and each OSSEC Agent is detected
by two adjacent OSSEC Servers. Finally, each virtual
machine has the ability to detect and to be detected.

4

Internal IDS

OSSEC software detects the external behaviour of the
computer, such as malicious or incorrect behaviour [8].
However, we use VM to build cloud services, so it is necessary to consider the internal security such as VM’s kernel. Kernel is software that manages application access to
system resources in computer hardware. Therefore, each
VM has kernel itself. If a VM’s kernel has been invaded,
an intruder may lead to control the computer hardware
resources.
In order to enhance the VM’s kernel security, Kernel
Monitor Daemon (KMD) is added to monitor it. KMD
has two parts, Guest Kernel and Kernel Mapper. Guest
Kernel is a VM’s kernel itself, and Kernel Mapper is detected by a mapping of VMs kernel. KMD checks kernel
by mapping, reading and writing abilities to detect VM’s
memory. Before KMD is compared with the saved hash
values, it generates a value of hash function for an important space in the memory. If there is a change event
detected, KMD will record the event and report to the
manager. Finally, the integrity of the memory can be
achieved.

4.1

Analysis

Table 1 is a comparison among our scheme and others. In
this study, the hypothesis n is the number of VMs, each
VM to detect every time consuming for t. Because the
proposed scheme uses double detections between VMs,
the number of links is used more. When creating n VMs
in the cloud environment, our method requires only n
VM to protect all are safe. If the attacker invades two
adjacent VMs, it will be detected. Because of this model,
two fault-tolerant VMs, guest VM has twice the security.
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Although the proposed scheme consumes more time, it
will improve the security invasion of virtual machines.

5

Conclusions

In the letter, we propose a method to improve the AdjointVM, so it can doubly detect between VMs. Therefore, we can strengthen the VM fault tolerance to be attacked. When two adjacent VMs are invaded, it will be
detected by the IDS, which does not lead to the collapse
of the entire cloud environment. Thus, our method can
avoid two adjacent VMs are compromised. Although our
method can improve the safety, we use a lot of time, which
leads to increased cost of the chain. Because our model
needs to plan the number of virtual machines, it is more
difficult to dynamically adjust the link. In the future,
we will improve the link costs and the elasticity of the
expansion in the model.
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